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Abstract
To what extent can a preference for fair transactions “substitute for” the availability of
binding contracts in generating eﬃcient exchange? I analyze a gift-exchange game, where a
profit-maximizing firm oﬀers a wage to a fair-minded worker, who then chooses how much eﬀort
to exert. I characterize the set of Pareto eﬃcient transactions, given that the worker’s utility
function incorporates a concern for both his own self-centered payoﬀ and the firm’s profit. If
the worker’s interpersonal preferences are smooth, then the equilibrium is bounded away from
eﬃciency. On the other hand, if the worker’s interpersonal preferences are suﬃciently-kinked,
then the worker chooses eﬀort according to a “fairness rule,” meaning that the worker’s selfcentered payoﬀ and the firm’s profit move in tandem. In that case, the equilibrium is Pareto
eﬃcient — a result I call the Rotten Firm Theorem. I relate the Rotten Firm Theorem, which
relies on kink interpersonal preferences, to the Rotten Kid Theorem, which relies on “transferable
utility.”
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Introduction

When is exchange eﬃcient? When both parties’ actions can be bound by an enforceable contract,
the Coase theorem implies that the parties will agree to a Pareto eﬃcient transaction (Coase 1960).
In the absence of enforceable contracts, if the exchange will be repeated, the folk theorem states
that some equilibria are (nearly) eﬃcient if the parties are suﬃciently patient (e.g., Bull 1987,
MacLeod & Malcomson 1989). In the absence of repetition, interpersonal preferences may promote
eﬃciency.
This paper asks: Can a preference for fair transactions generate eﬃcient exchange? This is an
important question because a concern for fairness influences behavior in a wide range of market
settings (e.g., Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler 1986). For example, Dawes & Thaler (1988) observe
that it is common in rural areas for farmers to leave fresh produce on a table by the road. Most
customers leave money in a cash box, even though they could take the produce without paying.
Similarly, Dubner & Levitt (2004) report on a “Bagel Guy” who earns a living by leaving bagels
in workplace kitchens, relying on the honor system to be paid. Tipping is a common social norm
that relies on customers’ sense of fairness to leave a larger tip for better service (Conlin, Lynn, &
O’Donoghue 2003).
In labor markets, there is empirical evidence that workers’ concern for fair transactions plays a
role in motivating eﬀort. Akerlof (1982) and Akerlof & Yellen (1990) review sociological evidence
that eﬀort responds positively to the wage for fairness reasons (see also Bewley 1999). Mas (2005)
provides field evidence that police oﬃcers’ eﬀort responds to plausibly exogenous wage changes:
When final-oﬀer arbitration of a compensation dispute rules in favor of the police oﬃcers, exogenously raising pay, police initiate more and higher-quality arrests.1 In a suggestive field experiment,
Greenberg (1990) found that employee theft (interpretable as negative eﬀort) increased substantially in two of three non-union manufacturing plants that experienced a temporary wage cut during
the duration of the pay change, but not in the plant where pay was held constant. In two field
experiments, Gneezy & List (2006) hired individuals for data-entry or door-to-door fundraising.
They did not tell the workers that the workers were participants in an experiment, and they were
careful to rule out non-fairness explanations for why eﬀort would be increasing in the wage. Workers who were paid more entered more data and raised more money, respectively (although only for
the first few hours) (see also Pritchard, Dunnette, & Jorgenson 1972).
Much existing work shows that a concern for fairness enables exchange in settings without
1
Since an arbitrator’s ruling is independent of the intentions of the city employers, this evidence suggests that it
is the salary itself (rather than the employer’s intentions toward the workers) that induces eﬀort.
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enforceable contracts, where purely self-regarding agents would not be willing to trade (e.g., Fehr
& Schmidt 1999). In that sense, it is well-known that fairness can increase realized gains from
trade. However, existing work has not addressed whether a concern for fairness leads to eﬃcient
exchange.
To focus on the implications of the preferences, I study the simplest possible setting: a deterministic gift-exchange game where everything is common knowledge. A profit-maximizing firm
pays a wage to a fair-minded worker, who provides eﬀort. The “material payoﬀ” of the firm is
profit, and the material payoﬀ of the worker corresponds to what his utility would be if he were
entirely self-centered, his benefit from a higher wage and convex cost of eﬀort. The firm maximizes
its material payoﬀ, while the worker maximizes utility, which depends on both the worker’s own
material payoﬀ and the firm’s material payoﬀ.
The key result is that the equilibrium of the gift-exchange game is Pareto eﬃcient if the worker’s
interpersonal preferences are suﬃciently-kinked. I call this result the Rotten Firm theorem: even
though the firm seeks only to maximize profit, it will oﬀer a wage that leads the worker to reciprocate
an eﬃcient level of eﬀort. The reason is that the worker chooses eﬀort according to a “fairness rule,”
which ensures the worker’s material payoﬀ increases (or decreases) in tandem with the firm’s profit.
As a result, the worker will reciprocate a higher wage with greater eﬀort because a higher wage
transfers resources from the firm to the worker. To keep material payoﬀs increasing in tandem,
the worker must make a transfer back to the firm by increasing eﬀort. When determining which
wage oﬀer will maximize profit, the firm knows that the worker’s eﬀort choice will ensure that both
players earn a positive share of the marginal gains from trade. It is in the firm’s best interest to
oﬀer the wage that induces the worker to exert eﬃcient eﬀort, which maximizes the total gains
from trade and therefore also the material payoﬀs to each player.
Rather than being kinked, if the worker’s interpersonal preferences are smoothly convex (as in,
e.g., Bolton & Ockenfels 2000, Cox, Friedman, & Sadiraj 2005) — exhibiting what I call “secondorder unfairness aversion” — then the worker will not follow a fairness rule for all wages, and the
equilibrium will be bounded away from eﬃciency. Although several leading fairness specifications
have a kink (Fehr & Schmidt 1999, Charness & Rabin 2002), the papers that introduce these models
do not emphasize the kink. Therefore, the central role of the kink in the analysis is surprising. One
contribution of this paper is to point out the behavioral and equilibrium consequences of kinked
interpersonal preferences, which I call “first-order unfairness aversion.”
Do individuals actually have kinked interpersonal preferences? If so, are they kinked enough for
gift-exchange to be eﬃcient? In laboratory settings where it is clear how to split the surplus equally,
3

many individuals choose to do so (Fehr & Schmidt 1999, Charness & Rabin 2002), consistent
with interpersonal preferences that are kinked around an “equal-split fairness rule.” Moreover,
calibrations of the model using preference parameter estimates from those settings suggest that
about 40% of the population has “suﬃciently-kinked” preferences. Hence one interpretation of
the Rotten Firm theorem is that a realistic degree of fair-mindedness can fully substitute for the
availability of enforceable contracts. However, in some real-world settings, it may not be clear
what eﬀort level satisfies a fairness rule. In laboratory settings where it is unclear how to split the
surplus equally, most individuals appear to have smooth interpersonal preferences (Fisman, Kariv,
& Markovits 2005). In those cases, the results in this paper imply that a concern for fairness cannot
generate fully eﬃcient exchange.
Despite some parallels, the Rotten Firm theorem and the Rotten Kid theorem are distinct
results. In the gift-exchange game, the Rotten Kid theorem applies as long as the worker’s and
firm’s material payoﬀ functions are both quasi-linear in eﬀort, even if the worker’s interpersonal
preferences are smooth. By contrast, the Rotten Firm theorem applies as long as the worker’s
interpersonal preferences are suﬃciently-kinked, even if the material payoﬀ functions are not quasilinear. Nonetheless, the two theorems are cousins and together constitute the only two cases in
which interpersonal preferences cause the equilibrium to be eﬃcient.
This paper relates to much previous research that has analyzed how fairness preferences aﬀect
behavior in variants of the gift-exchange game (e.g., Fehr & Schmidt 1999, Fehr, Klein, & Schmidt
2006). The preferences discussed in this paper are general enough to embed many of the leading
models of interpersonal preferences as special cases (such as Becker 1974, Fehr & Schmidt 1999,
Bolton & Ockenfels 2000, Charness & Rabin 2002). However, I do not address signaling (Levine
1998) or intentions-based models (Rabin 1993; Dufwenberg & Battiglini 2005), which are often
substantially more complex to analyze.2 The paper also relates to the social choice literature since
interpersonal preferences that are “suﬃciently-kinked” satisfy the axiom of resource-monotonicity
(Kalai 1977; Roemer 1996).
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the gift-exchange game. Section 3 introduces
a general class of interpersonal preferences. Given those preferences, Section 4 characterizes the set
of Pareto eﬃcient outcomes. Section 5 describes the logic of the Rotten Firm theorem by showing
that if the worker chooses eﬀort according to a fairness rule, then the equilibrium is eﬃcient. Section
6 proves that if the worker’s interpersonal preferences are smooth, then the worker does not obey a
2

Virtually all of these models imply that eﬀort is increasing in the wage, but the Rotten Firm theorem will apply
only if the worker behaves according to a fairness rule (as described in Section 5).
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fairness rule, and the equilibrium cannot be eﬃcient. Section 7 presents the Rotten Firm theorem,
illustrates it with piece-wise linear interpersonal preferences, and calibrates what proportion of
laboratory participants exhibit “suﬃciently-kinked” preferences. Section 8 explains the relationship
between the Rotten Firm theorem and the Rotten Kid theorem. Section 9 concludes by discussing
possible extensions of the analysis. Because the proofs help give intuition for the results, I include
them in the text rather than in an appendix.

2

The Gift-Exchange Game

There are two players, a firm and a worker. The firm can either oﬀer a wage w to the worker or
instead choose not to employ the worker. If the worker accepts the wage oﬀer, then the worker
chooses eﬀort e. The firm’s profit, or material payoﬀ function, is
π F (w, e) = e − w.

(1)

The firm maximizes its material payoﬀ. The worker’s material payoﬀ function is
π W (w, e) = v (w) − c (e) .

(2)

The function v (·) reflects concave benefits of having more money: v (0) = 0, v0 > 0, v 00 < 0; and
c (·) reflects convex costs of exerting greater eﬀort: c (0) = 0, c0 > 0, c00 > 0, lime→∞ c0 (e) = ∞. I
assume that v 0 (0) > c0 (0) so that there are potential gains from trade.
Following a common modeling strategy in the literature on altruism (e.g., Barro 1974, Bergstrom
1989), these material payoﬀ functions represent the purely self-centered aspect of payoﬀs, but the
¢
¡
worker maximizes utility U π W , π F (described in the next section), which may include the firm’s

as well as his own material payoﬀ. If the firm does not oﬀer employment to the worker, or if
the worker refuses employment, then both players receive outside option material payoﬀ 0, and
the worker earns utility U (0, 0) = U. If instead trade occurs, call the wage-eﬀort pair (w, e) a
transaction. The solution concept is subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium. If the firm is indiﬀerent
about employing the worker, I assume as a tie-breaker that the firm does not oﬀer employment.
Unlike in a typical principal-agent problem, the firm cannot make the wage depend on output in
this gift-exchange game. Hence the worker has no extrinsic incentive to exert eﬀort. If the worker
were purely selfish, with utility function U ≡ π W (w, e), there would be no exchange. The firm
would prefer its outside option because it could not guarantee that the worker would exert any eﬀort.
This stark case makes clear the implications of the worker’s preference for fair transactions because
any employment that occurs in equlibrium is the result of the worker’s interpersonal preferences.
5

3

Interpersonal Preferences

¡
¢
Models designed to explain laboratory behavior write interpersonal preferences U xW , xF as a

function of the monetary amounts xW and xF paid to participants in a laboratory experiment.

To allow for more than one commodity (in the gift-exchange game, wage and eﬀort), I instead
¢
¡
make utility U π W , π F depend on the material payoﬀs π W and π F from the transaction. If the
¡
¢
material payoﬀ functions are quasi-linear in money, then the U π W , π F specification specializes
¢
¡
to the U xW , xF model in the laboratory, where money is the only relevant commodity. I assume
¢
¡
throughout that U π W , π F is continuous.
In consumer theory, it is usual to assume that utility is monotonically increasing in all its

arguments. In the context of a concern for fairness, it is important to allow interpersonal preferences
to be non-monotonic. For example, if the firm’s material payoﬀ is much larger than the worker’s,
the worker might prefer that the firm have a lower material payoﬀ. I define a new condition,
joint-monotonicity, that appropriately weakens monotonicity.
¢
¡
Definition 1 The preferences U exhibit joint-monotonicity if for any π W , π F and ε > 0,
°¡
¢
¢ ¡
¢°
¡
there is some π W 0 , π F 0 with π W 0 > π W and π F 0 > π F such that ° π W 0 , π F 0 − π W , π F ° < ε
¡
¢
¡
¢
and U π W 0 , π F 0 > U π W , π F .
Joint-monotonicity states that for any material payoﬀ pair, there is always some very close alternative material payoﬀ pair giving more to both players that the worker strictly prefers. It diﬀers
from local non-satiation in requiring that it is always possible to find a more-preferred allocation
in a particular direction, a direction which jointly increases both players’ material payoﬀs. Jointmonotonicity is equivalent to requiring that, at any material payoﬀ pair, the utility function is not
decreasing in both arguments.
I assume that the interpersonal preferences are quasi-concave, a standard condition that implies
convex indiﬀerence curves.
¢
¡
¢
¡
Definition 2 The preferences U exhibit weak quasi-concavity if for any π W , π F and π W 0 , π F 0
¡
¢
¡
¢
¡
¢
¡
¢
such that U π W , π F ≤ U π W 0 , π F 0 , U π W , π F ≤ U λπ W + (1 − λ) π W 0 , λπ F + (1 − λ) π F 0 for
any λ ∈ [0, 1]. Strict quasi-concavity replaces the final weak inequality with a strict inequality.

Figure 1 illustrates indiﬀerence curves from utility functions satisfying joint-monotonicity and quasiconcavity.
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3.1

Second-order unfairness aversion

For interpersonal preferences, quasi-concavity captures a kind of concern for fairness. Quasiconcavity means that the worker’s and the firm’s material payoﬀs enter the worker’s utility function
as complements. The marginal rate of substitution varies with the level of the material payoﬀs.
Holding fixed the worker’s material payoﬀ, the higher the firm’s material payoﬀ, the less material
payoﬀ the worker is willing to give up to increase the firm’s profit. In fact, if the worker’s interpersonal preferences are non-monotonic and the firm’s profit is suﬃciently high, the worker may be
willing to reduce his own payoﬀ to hurt the firm.
Definition 3 The preferences U exhibit second-order unfairness aversion if U is jointlymonotonic, strictly quasi-concave, and smooth (infinitely-diﬀerentiable).
This kind of concern for fairness is “second-order” in the sense that it arises from the smooth curvature of the utility function. Examples of preferences exhibiting second-order unfairness aversion
include Bolton & Ockenfels (2000) and the constant-elasticity-of-substitution functional form (used
in, inter alia, Cox, Friedman, & Sadiraj 2005), as well as Becker’s (1974) altruistic preferences.
By contrast, “simple altruism” U = π W + γπ F , in which the other player’s material payoﬀ enters
utility linearly, does not exhibit any kind of unfairness aversion. Altruism can be understood as
the slope of the interpersonal indiﬀerence curves (a first-order property), while the change in the
slope as material payoﬀs vary corresponds to concern for fairness.

3.2

First-order unfairness aversion

In laboratory games, people often choose to split money equally between themselves and other
players. Consider dictator games (Forsythe et al 1994), in which one player unilaterally decides
how to split a pie between himself and another player. A typical finding is that a disproportionate
fraction of participants choose to divide the pie exactly evenly between the two players (Camerer
2003). This equal-split behavior is diﬃcult to explain with smooth interpersonal preferences unless
the participant’s utility function treats the two players symmetrically, putting equal weight on
the players’ material payoﬀs. Yet many of these same people also choose to assign equal monetary
payoﬀs to themselves and another player in modified dictator games, where the “price” of increasing
one player’s payoﬀ by $1 is less than $1 (e.g., Andreoni & Miller 2002). A smooth, symmetric
interpersonal utility function that explains equal-split behavior in symmetric dictator games would
not predict equal-split behavior in this case. Adherence to equal-split norms is often attributed to
a concern for fairness, but second-order unfairness aversion cannot generate this behavior.
7

Instead, a substantial minority of people appear to behave according to a “fairness rule.”
Definition 4 A fairness rule g is a continuous, strictly increasing function that maps each possible material payoﬀ for the worker into a material payoﬀ for the firm.
The equal-split fairness rule is the identity function g (x) = x, which assigns equal material
payoﬀs to both players. The definition of a fairness rule is more general than equal splits only,
allowing for the possibility that the fairness rule may be non-linear and biased in a self-serving way.
A fairness rule partitions the space of material payoﬀs into two regions. The northwest region
corresponds to disadvantageously unfair transactions for the worker, where the firm’s material
payoﬀ is higher and the worker’s material payoﬀ is lower than dictated by the fairness rule. The
southeast region corresponds to advantageously unfair transactions for the worker. Psychologically, adherence to a salient fairness rule may be the result of learned social norms. Economically,
fairness-rule behavior can be modeled as a path of kinks in the utility function along the fairness
rule. If the preferences put appreciably more weight on the worker’s material payoﬀ (relative to
the firm’s) at a transaction that is disadvantageously unfair than at a transaction that is advantageously unfair, even when those two transactions are very close, then I call the preferences (locally)
“first-order unfairness-averse.”
Definition 5 Suppose U is jointly-monotonic and weakly quasi-concave, and for some fairness rule
¡ ¢
¢
¡
g, π W , π F satisfies π F = g π W . The preferences U exhibit first-order unfairness aversion
³
´
¢
¢
¡
¡
bW , π
bF in a neighborhood of π W , π F ,
about π W , π F if for all π
´
´
³
³
limπeW ↑πW ∂U π W , π
limπeW ↓πW ∂U π W , π
bF /∂π W
bF /∂π W
´
´
³
³
>
.
limπeF ↓πF ∂U π
bW , π F /∂π F
limπeF ↑πF ∂U π
bW , π F /∂π F

The preferences U exhibit first-order unfairness aversion about fairness rule g if they exhibit
¡ ¢
¢
¡
first-order unfairness aversion about all π W , π F satisfying π F = g π W .
Preferences that are first-order unfairness-averse will cause the player to make choices that adhere
to the fairness rule in a variety of situations. First-order unfairness aversion can be understood
as a limit case of second-order unfairness aversion as the degree of convexity becomes large. The
distinction between second-order and first-order unfairness aversion is analogous to the distinction
between second-order and first-order risk aversion (Segal & Spivak 1990). Figure 1c illustrates
indiﬀerence curves for preferences that are first-order unfairness-averse about a fairness rule.
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The most widely-applied fairness model, Fehr & Schmidt’s (1999) inequity-aversion, exhibits
first-order unfairness aversion about the equal-split fairness rule:
©
ª
©
ª
U = π W − α max π F − π W , 0 − β max π W − π F , 0

(α, β ≥ 0), as do the Rawlsian “social welfare preferences” advocated by Charness & Rabin (2002):
ª
©
U = π W + γπ F + δ min π W , π F

(γ, δ ≥ 0). The papers that introduced these models did not emphasize the kink. However, the kink
will turn out to be central for generating rule-based behavior and therefore eﬃcient equilibrium.

4

Eﬃciency With Interpersonal Preferences

The analysis that follows addresses whether the equilibrium of the gift-exchange game is Pareto
eﬃcient. This section clarifies what Pareto eﬃciency means when the worker has interpersonal
preferences.
Recall that an exchange is Pareto eﬃcient if it makes both parties at least as well oﬀ as any
alternative exchange could have.
Definition 6 A transaction (w, e) is Pareto eﬃcient if there is no other transaction (w,
b eb) such

b eb) ≥ π F (w, e) and U (w,
b eb) ≥ U (w, e), at least one inequality strict.
that π F (w,
Let P denote the set of Pareto eﬃcient transactions.

Economists usually assume that both parties to an exchange are purely selfish, seeking to
maximize their material payoﬀs. That scenario corresponds to the special case where U (w, e) ≡
π W (w, e). A transaction that would be Pareto eﬃcient if the worker were selfish (rather than also
concerned about the firm’s material payoﬀ) is called materially-eﬃcient.
Definition 7 A transaction (w, e) is materially-eﬃcient if there is no other transaction (w,
b eb)
b eb) ≥ π F (w, e) and π W (w,
b eb) ≥ π W (w, e), at least one inequality strict.
such that π F (w,
Let M denote the set of materially-eﬃcient transactions.

In general, a transaction is materially-eﬃcient if and only if it equates the marginal rates of
substitution of the players’ material payoﬀs,
∂π W (w, e) /∂w
∂π F (w, e) /∂w
=
.
∂π F (w, e) /∂e
∂π W (w, e) /∂e
9

(3)

It would be useful to find a simple characterization of Pareto eﬃcient transactions. This might
seem unlikely at first blush since the worker’s utility function could be a complicated function of the
material payoﬀs, possibly kinked. Nonetheless, it turns out that (3) remains a necessary condition
for Pareto eﬃciency.
¡
¢
^
Let (w,
e) = arg max(w,e)∈M U π W (w, e) , π F (w, e) be called the worker’s favorite materially-

eﬃcient transaction, his most-preferred transaction among the transactions that are materiallyeﬃcient.

Proposition 1 Suppose U exhibits second-order unfairness aversion or first-order unfairness aversion about some fairness rule. A transaction is Pareto eﬃcient if and only if it is materially-eﬃcient
and gives the worker a lower material payoﬀ than his favorite materially-eﬃcient transaction gives
him:

o
n
^
e) .
P = (w, e) ∈ M |π W (w, e) ≤ π W (w,

Proof. To see why P ⊂

n
o
^
(w, e) ∈ M |π W (w, e) ≤ π W (w,
e) , consider a transaction that is

not materially-eﬃcient (and hence lies in the interior of the material payoﬀ possibility set). Jointmonotonicity implies that there is some direction of slightly greater material payoﬀs for both players
that increases the worker’s utility. Since both players are better oﬀ, the original transaction cannot
be Pareto eﬃcient. Now consider a transaction that is materially-eﬃcient but gives the worker a
higher material payoﬀ than his favorite materially-eﬃcient transaction gives him. That transaction
cannot be Pareto eﬃcient because both players prefer the worker’s favorite materially-eﬃcient
transaction.

o
n
^
e) . First note that the worker’s utility
Now we show that P ⊃ (w, e) ∈ M |π W (w, e) ≤ π W (w,

is monotonically decreasing along the material-eﬃciency frontier as transactions move farther away
from his favorite materially-eﬃcient transaction. Now suppose there were a transaction that is
materially-eﬃcient and that gives the worker a lower material payoﬀ than his favorite materiallyeﬃcient transaction gives him, but that were not Pareto eﬃcient. Then there would be some
alternative transaction that gives the firm a higher material payoﬀ and gives the worker higher
utility. Since the original transaction is materially-eﬃcient, this alternative transaction must give
the worker a lower material payoﬀ. If this alternative transaction lies in the interior of the material
payoﬀ possibility set, then there is some materially-eﬃcient transaction that gives even higher
material payoﬀ to the firm and even higher utility to the worker. But since the worker’s utility along
the material-eﬃciency frontier is lower for transactions farther away from his favorite materiallyeﬃcient transaction, this materially-eﬃcient transaction must give the worker lower (not higher)
10

utility than the original transaction, which is a contradiction.
Figure 2 illustrates the proposition.

5

The Logic of the Rotten Firm Theorem

Unfairness-averse preferences do not imply a preference for materially-eﬃcient allocations.3 In fact,
much of the laboratory evidence for unfairness-averse preferences comes from showing that people
choose to allocate resources across individuals in a way that is materially-ineﬃcient but more
equal. For example, in hypothetical choices, Bazerman, Loewenstein, & White (1992) found that
25% of experimental participants preferred receiving $500 for themselves and $500 for a friendly
neighbor rather than receiving $600 for themselves and $800 for the neighbor. When the choice was
between $600 for each versus $600 for themselves and $800 for the neighbor, 68% chose the fair but
ineﬃcient outcome. Experimental participants also make materially-ineﬃcient choices when real
money is at stake, though less commonly (e.g., Fisman, Kariv, & Markovits 2005; Charness & Rabin
2002). Figure 1c illustrates how non-monotonicity makes it possible to prefer a materially-ineﬃcient
allocation.
In a gift-exchange game, however, the worker’s adherence to a fairness rule leads to an equilibrium that is materially-eﬃcient. A worker is said to obey a fairness rule if the worker’s eﬀort choice
as a function of the wage, e (w), causes the material payoﬀs of the players to co-move in accordance
with that fairness rule.
Definition 8 The worker obeys a fairness rule at w if for some fairness rule g and for all w
b
in a neighborhood of w,

¡
¢
b e (w))
b = g π W (w,
b e (w))
b .
e (w)
b satisfies π F (w,

If the worker obeys a fairness rule at w, then e0 (w) =

v 0 +g 0
c0 +g 0

> 0. Intuitively, an increase in the

wage increases the worker’s material payoﬀ and reduces the firm’s. In order to keep the material
payoﬀs moving in tandem as required by the fairness rule, the worker must increase eﬀort, reducing
his own material payoﬀ and increasing the firm’s.
Because the worker obeys a fairness rule, the firm and worker both gain on the margin from an
increase in the gains from trade. This makes it optimal for the firm to maximize the gains from
trade by oﬀering the wage that induces an eﬃcient level of eﬀort.
3
Indeed, Charness & Rabin (2002) and Engelmann & Strobel (2004) criticize Fehr & Schmidt’s (1999) inequityaversion model on the grounds that it does not build in any desire for material eﬃciency.
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Proposition 2 Suppose the worker obeys a fairness rule at all w. Then the equilibrium of the
gift-exchange game is materially-eﬃcient.
Proof.
dπW (w,e(w))
dw

Because the worker obeys a fairness rule at all w,

dπ F (w,e(w))
dw

= e0 (w) − 1 and

= v0 (w) − c0 (e (w)) e0 (w) have the same sign at all w. Since the set of feasible ma-

terial payoﬀs is convex, there is some wage oﬀer w∗ that maximizes the firm’s profit, and hence
also the worker’s material payoﬀ. But

dπ F (w∗ ,e(w∗ ))
dw

= 0 and

dπ W (w∗ ,e(w∗ ))
dw

= 0 jointly imply that

v 0 (w∗ ) = c0 (e (w∗ )), the condition for material-eﬃciency.
Note that at any other wage oﬀer, the resulting wage-eﬀort pair would be ineﬃcient. Figure 3
illustrates that the profit-maximizing wage oﬀer occurs at the unique point on the material-eﬃciency
frontier that satisfies the fairness rule.
Although the equilibrium is materially-eﬃcient, determining whether the equilibrium is Pareto
eﬃcient requires specifying the worker’s preferences. If the worker’s fairness-rule behavior is the
result of maximizing jointly-monotonic, quasi-concave preferences, then the equilibrium is the
worker’s favorite materially-eﬃcient transaction and is therefore Pareto eﬃcient.
The worker’s adherence to a fairness rule aligns the firm’s incentives with the worker’s, causing
the equilibrium to be eﬃcient. The next two sections show that the worker obeys a fairness rule
in the neighborhood of a materially-eﬃcient transaction only if the worker’s preferences exhibit
first-order unfairness aversion.

6

Second-Order Unfairness Aversion: An Impossibility Result

If the worker’s interpersonal preferences exhibit second-order unfairness aversion, then the equilibrium cannot be materially-eﬃcient. The problem is that at a materially-eﬃcient transaction,
the worker will be “too altruistic.” The firm can profitably deviate by oﬀering a lower wage. The
worker is willing to choose eﬀort to allow the firm to earn a greater material payoﬀ at the worker’s
expense, as long as the firm’s gain is large enough relative to the worker’s loss. Due to the convexity
of the cost of eﬀort, this is possible at the materially-eﬃcient transaction.
¢
¡
To be more precise, consider a materially-eﬃcient transaction weﬀ , eeﬀ . If the worker’s eﬀort
choice is optimal, then the worker is indiﬀerent to a marginal change in eﬀort. That means the

worker is indiﬀerent on the margin between increasing own material payoﬀ by c0 and increasing the
firm’s material payoﬀ by 1. Now suppose the firm deviated to a slightly lower wage w
b < weﬀ , which
induces eﬀort eb < eeﬀ . (If a lower wage induced greater eﬀort, then the firm could not have been

maximizing.) Because the cost of eﬀort function c (·) is convex, it is now possible — and indeed
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optimal — for the worker’s eﬀort eb to increase the firm’s payoﬀ by 1 while reducing own payoﬀ by
b to oﬀering weﬀ . Figure
less than c0 . Since the firm’s profit increases, the firm will prefer oﬀering w
4 shows this logic graphically.

Theorem 1 Suppose U exhibits second-order unfairness aversion. Then there is no equilibrium
transaction that is materially-eﬃcient.
Proof. Given the worker’s eﬀort function e (w), the equilibrium is characterized by the wage
that solves the firm’s first-order condition,

dπ F (w,e(w))
dw

= 0. This derivative can be written as the

sum of two terms:
¡
¢
¡
¢
∂π F w, π W dπ W (w, e (w)) ∂π F w, π W
dπ F (w, e (w))
=
+
.
dw
∂π W
dw
∂w
The second term is the eﬀect of a change in wage on the firm’s material payoﬀ, holding π W constant
(that is, eﬀort is adjusted to hold π W constant). It can be interpreted as the eﬀect of an incremental
change in wage on the “size of the pie” that is to be split between the worker and the firm. In this
equation, the “size of the pie” is measured in units of the firm’s material payoﬀ. The first term
is the eﬀect of an incremental change in wage on the worker’s material payoﬀ, multiplied by how
much the firm’s material payoﬀ comoves with the worker’s material payoﬀ. That is, the first term
can be interpreted as the eﬀect of a marginal change in wage on how the pie is split.
dπ F (w,e(w))
dw

cannot equal zero at a materially-eﬃcient transaction. At a
∂π F (w,πW )
, equals zero (an envelope condition).
materially-eﬃcient transaction, the second term,
∂w
F
W
∂π (w,π )
< 0 because a change in eﬀort causes the worker’s material payoﬀ and the
Note that
∂π W
The theorem says that

firm’s material payoﬀ to move in opposite directions. The proof of the theorem amounts to showing
that

dπ W (w,e(w))
,
dw

the marginal eﬀect of an increase in wage on the worker’s material payoﬀ, is positive

at an eﬃcient transaction.
The worker’s eﬀort e (w) solves the first-order condition −U1 c0 (e) +U2 = 0, and both U1 and U2
are positive at (w, e (w)). Let H denote the determinant of the bordered Hessian matrix of the utility
e ≡ H/U 3 is a transformation of H that is invariant to monotonic transformations
function, and H
2

of U . A straightforward calculation reveals that at a materially-eﬃcient transaction,

e < 0, it follows that 0 <
Since H

dπ W
dw

v0
dπ W
=
.
h
dw
1 − cH00

(4)

< v 0 . When the firm increases the wage by a dollar, the

worker’s material payoﬀ increases by less than the marginal value of a dollar because the worker
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increases eﬀort. It follows that

dπ F (we ﬀ ,e(we ﬀ ))
dw

< 0, which means the firm would be better oﬀ

oﬀering a slightly lower wage.
e in equation (4) is a measure
Note that the transformed determinant of the bordered Hessian H

of how convex the worker’s indiﬀerence curves are in a neighborhood of the materially-eﬃcient
transaction. Roughly speaking, it measures the complementarity between the firm’s and worker’s

dπ W
dw (because the
dπ F (w,e(w))
also. The limit
worker adjusts eﬀort more in response to a wage change), so the smaller is
dw
dπ F (we ﬀ ,e(weﬀ ))
e → −∞ corresponds to first-order unfairness aversion. The fact that
→ 0 as
case H
dw

e the smaller is
material payoﬀs in the worker’s preferences.4 The larger is H,

e → −∞ suggests it is possible that the equilibrium transaction may be materially-eﬃcient if the
H

worker’s interpersonal preferences are kinked. Indeed, the next section shows that if the worker’s
interpersonal preferences are suﬃciently-kinked, then the equilibrium is eﬃcient.

7

Suﬃciently-Kinked Interpersonal Preferences Imply Eﬃciency:
The Rotten Firm Theorem

7.1

The Rotten Firm Theorem

Although second-order unfairness aversion cannot generate eﬃcient exchange, first-order unfairness
aversion can if the kink is suﬃciently large. The reason is that, if the worker’s interpersonal
preferences are suﬃciently kinked about a materially-eﬃcient transaction, then the worker follows
a fairness rule (at least in a neighborhood of that transaction). As in Section 5, when the worker
chooses eﬀort according to a fairness rule, it is optimal for the firm to oﬀer a wage that leads to an
eﬃcient transaction. Because the worker’s and the firm’s material payoﬀs increase in tandem as the
firm oﬀers a wage up to the eﬃcient point, in equilibrium the firm oﬀers the wage that maximizes
both players’ material payoﬀs.
First-order unfairness aversion about a materially-eﬃcient transaction is a necessary condition
for the equilibrium of the gift-exchange game to be Pareto eﬃcient, but it is not suﬃcient. Even
if the worker is choosing eﬀort in accordance with a fairness rule in a neighborhood of an eﬃcient
transaction, the worker’s optimal eﬀort choice at lower wages may not follow a fairness rule. In
that case, the firm may be able to earn higher profit by oﬀering a lower wage. Figure 5a illustrates
how a materially-eﬃcient transaction may be locally optimal for the firm without being globally
optimal.
4
h is a local measure, not a global measure, of complementarity. The proceeding “comparative statics”
Of course, H
h should therefore be taken loosely.
on H
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A global condition that plays a role in ensuring that the equilibrium is eﬃcient is that the
firm’s material payoﬀ enters the worker’s interpersonal preferences as a “normal good.” This is
the “normal good” assumption from standard consumer theory (defined for a jointly-monotonic,
quasi-concave U ): For any fixed “price” p > 0 of the firm’s material payoﬀ in terms of the worker’s
eF that solves
material payoﬀ, π F (I; p) is strictly increasing in I, where π F (I; p) is that value π
´
³
¡
¢
eF = arg max{(πW ,πF ):πW +pπF ≤I} U π W , π F . The normal-good assumption is less natural
π
eW , π
here than in the consumer theory context because, in the gift-exchange game, the worker does
not actually face tradeoﬀs that are linear in material payoﬀs. The assumption is perhaps best
understood as a weak regularity condition on the utility function, a condition implied by stronger
assumptions such as homotheticity (which holds with the piecewise-linear preferences considered
later in this section).
With the assumption that π F enters U as a normal good, it is possible to be precise about how
kinked the worker’s interpersonal preferences must be for the equilibrium to be eﬃcient.
Theorem 2 (Rotten Firm Theorem) Suppose U is jointly-monotonic and weakly quasi-concave.
1. If the equilibrium transaction is materially-eﬃcient, then the worker’s interpersonal preferences are first-order unfairness averse about the equilibrium transaction.
¢
¡
¢
¡
2. Let weﬀ , eeﬀ be a materially-eﬃcient transaction with associated material payoﬀs π W ∗ , π F ∗ ,
¡
¢
b eb) = π F ∗ and U π W (w,
b eb) , π F (w,
b eb) = U .
and let (w,
b eb) be the transaction such that π F (w,
If π F enters U as a normal good, and if the worker’s interpersonal preferences are suﬃciently-

kinked in the sense that
¡
¡
¢
¢
limπW ↓πW ∗ ∂U π W , π F ∗ /∂π W
limπW ↑πW ∗ ∂U π W , π F ∗ /∂π W
1
1
< 0 eﬀ ≤
≤ 0
,
limπF ↑πF ∗ ∂U (π W ∗ , π F ) /∂π F
c (b
e)
c (e )
limπF ↓πF ∗ ∂U (π W ∗ , π F ) /∂π F
¢
¡
then weﬀ , eeﬀ is the equilibrium transaction, and it is Pareto eﬃcient.

The Rotten Firm theorem shows that a concern for fairness generates eﬃcient exchange only if
the interpersonal preferences are suﬃciently kinked that the worker follows a fairness rule in a
neighborhood of a materially-eﬃcient transaction. Figure 5b illustrates the result.
It is important to recognize that equilibrium eﬃciency is not a consequence of the worker caring
directly about material eﬃciency. Rather, equilibrium eﬃciency emerges from the firm’s optimal
reaction to the worker’s fairness-rule behavior. At any other wage oﬀer, the resulting wage-eﬀort
pair would be ineﬃcient.
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Contrast the Rotten Firm theorem equilibrium with the equilibrium that would occur if enforceable contracts were available. If the firm could make a take-it-or-leave-it oﬀer to the worker, the
firm would oﬀer the materially-eﬃcient transaction that gives the worker exactly his outside option
level of utility U (see Figure 5b). If the worker could make a take-it-or-leave-it oﬀer to the firm, the
worker would oﬀer his favorite materially-eﬃcient transaction — which is exactly the equilibrium
in Theorem 2. More generally, if the worker and the firm each have some bargaining power, the
Coase theorem implies that the equilibrium with enforceable contracts will be materially-eﬃcient
and give the worker an intermediate level of utility. Hence in terms of eﬃciency Theorem 2 implies
that strong enough first-order unfairness aversion can fully substitute for the availability of binding contracts. However, the firm would prefer the equilibrium with enforceable contracts because
relying on fairness requires sharing more of the gains from trade with the worker.

7.2

Example: Piece-Wise Linear Preferences

In this subsection, I solve for the equilibrium of the gift-exchange game using a general piece-linear
specification of interpersonal preferences. This example is of special interest for several reasons. For
one thing, the parameters are psychologically-interpretable, which helps develop intuition for what
the kink means. Moreover, the specification embeds important leading models of fairness preferences
as special cases. As a result, the preferences can be calibrated based on existing parameter estimates
from laboratory data, which allows for a judgment of whether “suﬃciently-kinked” is extreme or is
instead an empirically-plausible preference.
Specifically, suppose the worker’s preferences take the form
¢
¢
¡
¡
U π W , π F = π W + f π W , π F + γπ F ,

(5)

where the “fairness function” f is given by

ª
©
ª
¡
¢
©
f π W , π F = −α max π F − π W , 0 − β max π W − π F , 0 .

(6)

The fairness function represents the purely fair-minded component of interpersonal preferences,
adherence to an equal-split fairness rule. The fairness function takes a maximum value of zero
when π W = π F . A transaction that gives equal material payoﬀs is called a fair transaction.
The three preference parameters have a straightforward interpretation.5 The first term of (6),
parameterized by α ≥ 0, captures aversion to disadvantageous unfairness for the worker: it
5

Although it would be possible to parameterize utility function (5) more parsimoniously, with two parameters
rather than three, the interpretation would be less clear.
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is unfair when the firm’s material payoﬀ exceeds the worker’s. It is also unfair when the worker’s
material payoﬀ exceeds the firm’s. The second term captures this aversion to advantageous
unfairness for the worker, parameterized by β ≥ 0. Altruism is parameterized by 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
As special cases, the utility function (5) embeds inequity-aversion (Fehr & Schmidt 1999) as well
as “Rawlsian” fairness preferences, which have been advocated as a good descriptive model of
laboratory behavior by several authors (Charness & Rabin 2002, Engelmann & Strobel 2004).6
7.2.1

Worker’s eﬀort choice

In describing how the worker’s actual choice of eﬀort depends on the wage, it is useful first to
consider the “fair” choice of eﬀort:
¡
¢
efair (w) ≡ arg max f π W (w, e) , π F (w, e) .
e

The fair choice of eﬀort efair (w) satisfies the equal-split fairness rule
³
´
³
´
π W w, efair = π F w, efair ,

equating the worker’s material payoﬀ with the firm’s material payoﬀ. It follows that

(7)
defa ir (w)
dw

> 0.

The fair eﬀort level is strictly increasing in the wage because, all else equal, an increase in the
wage reduces the firm’s material payoﬀ and raises the worker’s. Maintaining equal material payoﬀs
requires that the worker make a transfer back to the firm by increasing eﬀort.
In choosing how much eﬀort to exert, the worker takes into account his own material payoﬀ,
his concern for a fair transaction, and his altruism:
¡
¢
e (w) ≡ arg max π W (w, e) + f π W (w, e) , π F (w, e) + γπ F (w, e) .
e

(8)

The worker’s most-preferred choice of eﬀort turns out to be equal to the most fair level of eﬀort,
above some reciprocity lower bound e and up to some reciprocity upper bound e. That is,
the worker fairly reciprocates a higher wage with higher eﬀort, except that the worker never works
harder than e. Moreover, even if the firm oﬀers a very low wage, the worker will never exert less
eﬀort than e.
6

If γ = 0, then the preferences are inequity-averse. If α = 0, then utility function (5) can be written as

r
q

U πW , π F = πW + β min πW , πF + (γ − β) πF .
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Lemma 1 Suppose the worker has piece-wise linear interpersonal preferences (5). There are some
reciprocity upper bound e (β, γ) and lower bound e (α, γ) such that
⎧
⎪
⎪
if w > w
⎪ e
⎨
e (w) =
efair (w) if w ≤ w ≤ w
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ e
if w < w

¡
¡
¢−1
¢−1
where w ≡ efair
(e) and w ≡ efair
(e). Moreover, e (β, γ) is increasing in β and γ, while

e (α, γ) is decreasing in α and increasing in γ.

Proof. Note that for a given w, the worker’s utility function is concave in e. The worker’s
marginal utility gain from shirking on eﬀort is the gain in his material payoﬀ, c0 (e). The marginal
utility cost, β (c0 (e) + 1) +γ, is that the transaction becomes (advantageously) unfair and hurts the
firm. The reciprocity upper bound is defined by c0 (e) = β (c0 (e) + 1) + γ. The worker’s marginal
utility gain from exerting extra eﬀort is the altruism-weighted gain in the firm’s material payoﬀ, γ.
The marginal utility cost, c0 (e) + α (1 + c0 (e)), is that the transaction becomes (disadvantageously)
unfair. The reciprocity lower bound is defined by γ = c0 (e) + α (1 + c0 (e)). For wages between
w and w, the marginal utility cost of deviating from the fair level of eﬀort exceeds the marginal
utility benefit. It is easy to check that e (β, γ) is increasing in β and γ, while e (α, γ) is decreasing
in α and increasing in γ.
The greater is the worker’s altruism γ, the higher will be both the reciprocity lower bound and
upper bound. The reciprocity lower bound depends on the worker’s aversion to disadvantageous
unfairness α, while the reciprocity upper bound depends on the worker’s aversion to advantageous
unfairness β.
For wages between w and w, the worker behaves in accordance with the equal-split fairness rule,
efair (w). There is exactly one wage oﬀer that induces a materially-eﬃcient wage-eﬀort pair. Call
¡
¢
the wage weﬀ and the corresponding eﬀort eeﬀ = efair weﬀ .
7.2.2

Firm’s optimal wage oﬀer

If eeﬀ lies between the reciprocity lower bound and the reciprocity upper bound, then it is possible
for the firm to induce eeﬀ . Doing so may be optimal, but there is another possibility. If the altruism
parameter γ is large, the firm may instead earn higher profit from inducing the reciprocity lower
bound e. Since the firm can get the worker to exert e for any wage smaller than w, the firm would
want to oﬀer the lowest wage such that the worker still accepts employment. In this case of “too
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much altruism,” the worker earns exactly his outside option level of utility, and the equilibrium is
not in general materially-eﬃcient.
However, if the worker is suﬃciently averse to both advantageous and disadvantageous unfairness, then the equilibrium is the Pareto eﬃcient one.
Theorem 3 (Rotten Firm theorem for piece-wise linear interpersonal preferences) Suppose the
b
worker has piece-wise linear interpersonal preferences (5). Fix γ, v (·), and c (·). There exist α
b<1
b
b
b
b < 1 such that if α ≥ α
b then the equilibrium wage-eﬀort pair is Pareto eﬃcient.
and β
b and β ≥ β,

b
b < 1 by
efair (w) − w is strictly concave in w and maximized at wage weﬀ . Define β
µ Proof.
¶
³
´
0
0
0
b
b
b
b
b γ = eeﬀ . Define α
b , γ = eeﬀ . We will need α ≥ α
e β,
b by e α
b in order for eeﬀ to be a feasible
eﬀort level for the firm to induce. But we will also need that the firm earns greater profit from the

fair and eﬃcient transaction than from the lowest wage that induces e. Define wmin (α) as the lowest
¢
¡
wage such that U wmin , e (α, γ) = U . Since wmin (α) is increasing in α, and e (a, γ) is decreasing
b 00 beyond which the firm’s profit from the low wage, e (α, γ) − wmin (α), is
in α, there is some α
b
n 0 00 o
b
b
b
b = max α
b ,α
b . If
smaller than the firm’s profit from the fair and eﬃcient wage, eeﬀ − weﬀ . Let α
¢
¡
b
b
b then the equilibrium transaction is weﬀ , eeﬀ .
α≥α
b and β ≥ β,

It is important that the worker be suﬃciently averse to advantageous unfairness so that he is not

tempted to shirk at the equilibrium transaction. It is important that the worker be suﬃciently
averse to disadvantageous unfairness for two reasons: so that he is not tempted to exert too much
eﬀort (out of altruism) at the equilibrium transaction, and so that the firm is not tempted to exploit
his altruism by oﬀering a very low wage (as in Figure 5a).7

7.3

Calibrating the Theorem

The Rotten Firm theorem states that gift-exchange is eﬃcient if the worker’s interpersonal preferences are suﬃciently-kinked. But how much is suﬃciently? In real-world settings, for what
b
b and β ≥ β?
b Using existing parameter estimates, this
proportion of individuals is it true that α ≥ α
b

subsection provides a very rough calibration of the piecewise-linear interpersonal preferences from
the previous subsection.

0
e
e
Note that in the pure inequity-aversion model (γ = 0), e = −∞, so α
e=α
e (the firm is never tempted to oﬀer
a wage that gives the worker exactly U). By contrast, if the worker’s altruism γ is large relative to his aversion to
disadvantageous unfairness α, then the firm will exploit the worker’s altruism by oﬀering a low wage. The equilibrium
will be generically ineﬃcient, and the worker will earn utility U. Since altruism toward the firm is equivalent to a direct
concern for material eﬃciency, these results underscore the fact that the Rotten Firm theorem is not a consequence
of the worker caring directly about material eﬃciency.
7
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In general, calibrating the model requires knowledge of the worker’s cost-of-eﬀort function c (·)
in addition to the interpersonal preference parameters α, β, and γ.8 To eliminate the need to know
c (·), I assume the worker’s material payoﬀ function is quasi-linear in money9 (i.e., v (w) = w):
π W (w, e) = w − c (e) .

¡ ¢
As a result, c0 eeﬀ = 1 at the eﬃcient level of eﬀort. Furthermore, since Fehr & Schmidt’s (1999)

model assumes that γ = 0 and since Charness & Rabin (2002, Table VI, line 5) estimate that γ ≈ 0,
I will assume γ = 0 for the purposes of this calculation.
b
Under these assumptions, the threshold level of aversion to disadvantageous inequality is α
b=
b
b
= 12 . Charness & Rabin
− 12 , and the threshold level of aversion to advantageous inequality is β
(2002, Table VI, line 5) estimate the population average α ≈ 0 and β ≈ 0.4 (both with standard
errors around 0.02). Although these estimates imply that β <
β≥

1
2

1
2

on average, they are consistent with

for a sizeable minority of the population since there is substantial behavioral heterogeneity.

Based on a diﬀerent set of experiments, Fehr & Schmidt (1999, Table III and p.864) assume
that α ≥ 0 and estimate β. As a rough calibration to fit behavior in a wide variety of experimental
games, they argue that

β=

⎧
⎪
⎪
0
⎪
⎨

for about 30% of individuals

0.25
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 0.6

These estimates suggest that β ≥

1
2

for about 30% of individuals
for about 40% of individuals
for about 40% of the subject population. However, it is

important to keep in mind that this calculation is extremely rough.10

7.4

Interpreting the Rotten Firm Theorem

On one view, the Rotten Firm theorem demonstrates that a concern for fairness can fully substitute for the availability of binding contracts. The reasonableness of that view depends on whether
people actually have suﬃciently-kinked interpersonal preferences. The calibration in the last subsection suggests that if people have kinked preferences, those preferences are suﬃciently-kinked
for a substantial minority of individuals.11 But do individuals actually have kinked interpersonal
8
9

0
e
In particular, α
e =

γ−c0 (ee ﬀ )
1+c0 (ee ﬀ )

e
e=
and β

c0 (ee ﬀ )−γ
c0 (ee ﬀ )+1

.

The exact same calibration would follow if I assumed instead
that the worker’s material payoﬀ function were

quasi-linear in eﬀort: c (e) = e, which would also imply c0 eeﬀ = 1.
10
For example, see Shaked (2005).
11
Of course, that conclusion depends on the assumption (maintained throughout) that the worker’s interpersonal
preferences are common knowledge, an assumption whose reasonableness depends on context. Weakening that assumption in the formal analysis would require additional structure on the preferences to allow for interpersonal
preferences under uncertainty.
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preferences?
In laboratory settings where it is clear how to split the surplus equally, many individuals choose
to do so (Fehr & Schmidt 1999, Charness & Rabin 2002), consistent with interpersonal preferences
that are kinked around an “equal-split fairness rule.” However, fairness-rule behavior may be less
common in field settings than in the laboratory because the relevant fairness rule may be less clear.
Even if a worker’s preferences exhibit first-order unfairness aversion, uncertainty about the firm’s
profit function may smooth out the kinks. In those cases, the results in this paper imply that a
concern for fairness cannot generate fully eﬃcient exchange.
On the other hand, market wage and eﬀort levels, other workers’ terms of employment, and
prior experience may set reference points for what is fair (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler 1986).
Similarly, a contract (even if unenforceable) may play an important role in setting expectations
about what is fair (Hart & Moore 2006). Although not explicitly modeled in this paper, such
reference points probably underlie fairness rules in many real-world settings. Hence the extent
to which fairness preferences enable eﬃcient exchange may depend on the salience of a relevant
fairness rule.

8

Relationship Between the Rotten Firm and the Rotten Kid Theorems

The Rotten Kid theorem gives conditions under which one player’s altruistic interpersonal preferences leads to an eﬃcient equilibrium outcome. There are many parallels between the Rotten
Kid setup and the Rotten Firm setup. In both cases, the first-mover can take an action that helps
the second-mover at a cost to himself. The second-mover can then transfer resources back to the
first-mover. The first-mover is purely selfish, while the second-mover has preferences that depend
on both her own payoﬀ and the first-mover’s. However, there are also important diﬀerences between the Rotten Kid theorem and the Rotten Firm theorem. The Rotten Firm theorem requires
suﬃciently-kinked interpersonal preferences, while the Rotten Kid theorem relies on material payoﬀ
functions that are quasi-linear in eﬀort:
Theorem 4 Suppose U is jointly-monotonic and weakly quasi-concave, and suppose π F enters U as
¢
¡
a normal good. Let weﬀ , eeﬀ be a materially-eﬃcient transaction with associated material payoﬀs
¡ W ∗ F ∗¢
¡
¢
π ,π
b eb) = π F ∗ and U π W (w,
b eb) , π F (w,
b eb) =
, and let (w,
b eb) be the transaction such that π F (w,
U.
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1. (Rotten Kid Theorem) If the material payoﬀ functions are quasi-linear in eﬀort (i.e., c (e) = e,
contrary to the maintained assumption that c (·) is convex) then the equilibrium transaction
is Pareto eﬃcient.
2. (Rotten Firm Theorem) If the worker’s interpersonal preferences are suﬃciently-kinked in the
sense that
¡
¡
¢
¢
limπW ↑πW ∗ ∂U π W , π F ∗ /∂π W
limπW ↓πW ∗ ∂U π W , π F ∗ /∂π W
1
1
< 0 eﬀ ≤
≤ 0
,
limπF ↑πF ∗ ∂U (π W ∗ , π F ) /∂π F
c (b
e)
c (e )
limπF ↓πF ∗ ∂U (π W ∗ , π F ) /∂π F
¢
¡
then weﬀ , eeﬀ is the equilibrium transaction, and it is Pareto eﬃcient.

Proof. Part 2 is Theorem 2, so we prove Part 1. Since c (e) = e, the set of materially-eﬃcient
¡
¢
¡
¢
transactions is given by all weﬀ , eeﬀ satisfying v 0 weﬀ = 1. Given wage oﬀer w, the worker’s op¢
¡
timal eﬀort choice maximizes U π W , π F subject to π W +π F = v (w)−w. Because π F enters U as a
³
´
¡
¢
eW , π
eF = arg max{(πW ,πF ):πW +πF ≤v(w)−w} U π W , π F
normal good, we know that the value π
eF that solves π
is strictly increasing in v (w)−w. Hence the firm’s optimal wage oﬀer is weﬀ , and the resulting equi-

librium transaction is the worker’s favorite materially-eﬃcient transaction (hence Pareto eﬃcient).

To understand the Rotten Kid theorem, notice that if the material payoﬀ functions are quasilinear in eﬀort, then the eﬃciency of a transaction is entirely determined by the level of the wage
(the level of eﬀort merely redistributes material payoﬀ). Because π F enters U as a normal good, the
worker will choose eﬀort such that both π F and π W are increasing in the total surplus to be divided.
That is, just as in the Rotten Firm theorem, the worker chooses eﬀort according to a fairness rule.
As a result, it is in the firm’s best interest to oﬀer a wage that leads to a materially-eﬃcient
outcome. Figure 6 illustrates the Rotten Kid theorem.
Until now, the Rotten Kid theorem has been ruled out because of the assumption that c (·) is
convex. If c (·) is convex and U is smooth, the analysis in Section 6 showed that the equilibrium is
bounded away from eﬃciency.
Although both the Rotten Firm theorem and the Rotten Kid theorem provide possible reasons for gift-exchange to be eﬃcient, the Rotten Kid theorem is less applicable in situations of
exchange. The assumption that the material payoﬀ functions are quasi-linear in eﬀort is necessary
for the Rotten Kid theorem but unrealistic in many cases. That assumption makes material payoﬀs
“transferable,” which Bergstrom (1989) has shown is a key assumption underlying the Rotten Kid
theorem and its extensions. In the classic Rotten Kid setup, there is a single good (money), ensuring that material payoﬀs are transferable. As in Bergstrom’s (1989) counterexamples, the existence
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of a second commodity (in this case, eﬀort) generally introduces a failure of the transferability
assumption, unless the material payoﬀ functions are quasi-linear in that commodity. Since trade
almost always involves at least two commodities, the Rotten Kid theorem will not typically apply
in settings of exchange. By contrast, the Rotten Firm theorem does not depend on quasi-linearity
in either wage or eﬀort.
More generally, the Rotten Firm theorem and the Rotten Kid theorem represent the only two
scenarios where the equilibrium of the gift-exchange game could potentially be Pareto eﬃcient. To
see this, recall from the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 6 that in order for
Pareto eﬃcient transaction, it is necessary that

dπ W
dw

=

v0

h

1− cH00

dπ F (w,e(w))
dw

= 0 at a

= 0 at that transaction. There are

only two ways for this to be true. Either c00 = 0, which corresponds to the Rotten Kid theorem, or
e → −∞, which corresponds to the Rotten Firm theorem.
H

9

Conclusions

This paper has analyzed the extent to which interpersonal preferences can generate eﬃcient exchange in the simplest possible gift-exchange setting. If the worker chooses eﬀort in accordance with
a “fairness rule,” then it is in the firm’s interest to oﬀer a wage that induces eﬃcient eﬀort. The
results extend straightforwardly to a firm that employs multiple workers, as long as each worker
is concerned about the fairness of his bilateral transaction with the firm. The fact that a preference for fair transactions promotes eﬃcient exchange might explain why it evolved biologically or
culturally.
The extent to which individuals in real-world markets behave according to a fairness rule may
depend on whether there is a salient terms of trade that is considered fair. Kahneman, Knetsch, &
Thaler (1986) have argued that transactions, precedents, norms, and contracts (perhaps informal
and even legally unenforceable) likely play a key role in making clear what is fair (Kahneman,
Knetsch, & Thaler 1986). The farmers who leave fresh produce on a table by the road post a
price they expect to receive (Dawes & Thaler 1988), as does the “Bagel Guy” (Dubner & Levitt
2004). Tipping norms determine the appropriate tip for typical service quality (Conlin, Lynn, &
O’Donoghue 2003). Hart & Moore (2006) argue that the most important role of a contract may be
in setting a reference point for what is fair. Being explicit about these benchmarks for what is fair
requires introducing reference points into the model of fairness preferences.
Incorporating reference points is also important for extending the model to richer and more
realistic environments. First, when there are multiple workers employed by a firm, field evidence
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suggests that, in judging the fairness of their transactions with the firm, workers compare their own
pay and required eﬀort with the pay and required eﬀort of other workers (e.g., Bewley 1999). Second, I have analyzed a firm and worker in isolation, but what happens in labor market equilibrium?
The market wage often serves as a point of reference for a worker when he judges whether his own
wage is fair (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler 1986). Third, I have assumed that only employees have
a preference for fair transactions, but what about firms? The overall pull toward fair outcomes
would be even stronger if employers also had a preference for fairness, as long as the worker and
firm share the same benchmark for what is “fair.” On the other hand, if the players have self-serving
judgments about which reference point is relevant, then this disagreement can cause a breakdown
of negotiations (Babcock & Loewenstein 1997).
This paper has shown that a suﬃciently strong concern for fairness of the appropriate kind
enables the full realization of gains from trade. Of course, the firm would prefer an enforceable
contract because relying on fairness requires sharing the gains from trade. However, it appears that
under some circumstances fairness preferences can sustain eﬃcient exchange even in settings where
contracts would be costly to write or to enforce.
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Figure 1. Indifference curves corresponding to interpersonal preferences that satisfy quasi-concavity and
joint-monotonicity. Panel (a): Smooth preferences that are also monotonic. Panel (b): Smooth
preferences that are not monotonic. Panel (c): Preferences that are first-order unfairness averse about a
fairness rule. Due to the non-monotonicity, the darkly-shaded point is preferred to the white point that
gives higher material payoffs to both players.
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Figure 2. Relationship between Pareto efficiency and material-efficiency. The material payoff possibility
set is convex, and the material-efficiency frontier is downward-sloping. The point corresponds to the
worker’s favorite materially-efficient transaction. The Pareto efficiency frontier is the subset of the
material-efficiency frontier equal to material payoff pairs that give lower material payoff to the worker
than the worker’s favorite materially-efficient transaction does.
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Figure 3. The logic of the Rotten Firm theorem. Because the worker obeys the fairness rule at all wage
offers, the lightly-shaded points illustrate possible transactions that could occur, depending on the firm’s
wage offer. The arrow illustrates how material payoffs vary as the firm’s wage offer increases. The black
point is the equilibrium because it maximizes the firm’s profit among the feasible transactions that satisfy
the fairness rule.
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Figure 4. Equilibrium with smooth interpersonal preferences. The “wage curves” are, for given wage
offers w0 < w1 < w2, the possible material payoff pairs for varying effort levels. The lightly-shaded points
show the effort the worker would choose at non-equilibrium wage offers. The arrow illustrates how
material payoffs vary as the firm’s wage offer increases. Note that the materially-efficient transaction
along the path of the arrow is not an equilibrium because the firm can profitably deviate to a lower wage
offer. The black point is the equilibrium.
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Figure 5. Equilibrium with interpersonal preferences that are first-order unfairness averse about a fairness
rule. The “wage curves” are, for given wage offers w0 < w1 < w2, the possible material payoff pairs for
varying effort levels. The lightly-shaded points show the effort the worker would choose at nonequilibrium wage offers. The arrow illustrates how material payoffs vary as the firm’s wage offer
increases. The black point is the equilibrium. (a) “Too much” altruism: The firm maximizes profit by
offering a low wage. (b) Rotten Firm theorem: Equilibrium with sufficiently-kinked interpersonal
preferences is Pareto efficient. The white point is the outcome when the firm can offer the worker an
enforceable contract.
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Figure 6. Rotten Kid theorem: If the firm’s and worker’s material payoff functions are quasi-linear in
effort (making the wage curves parallel shifts of the material-efficiency frontier), and if the firm’s
material payoff enters the worker’s utility as a normal good, then the equilibrium is efficient.
The “wage curves” are, for given wage offers w0 < w1 < w2, the possible material payoff pairs for varying
effort levels. The lightly-shaded points show the effort the worker would choose at non-equilibrium wage
offers. The arrow illustrates how material payoffs vary as the firm’s wage offer increases. The black
point is the equilibrium.

